Modulation of cortical excitability and interhemispheric inhibition prior to rhythmic unimanual contractions.
The objective of this study was to investigate premotor modulation of motor cortical excitability between rhythmic unimanual finger contractions. Applying TMS at rest prior to an anticipated contraction provides a measure of cortical excitability that reflects premotor modulatory drive and is uncontaminated by the alterations in spinal and cortical excitability that occur during muscle activation. We hypothesized that premotor structures contribute to unimanual movement through the modulation of intracortical and interhemispheric inhibitory circuits within the primary motor cortex and that this premotor modulation would be evident at rest between contractions. Thus, we used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to assess short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) and interhemispheric inhibition (IHI) in a 500-ms epoch prior to a planned contraction of the right FDI in 10 participants (21.4±1.9 years). These measures of inhibition were made in three different states: (1) at complete rest (with no plan to contract), (2) at rest between rhythmic contractions, and (3) during low level contractions. Cortical excitability was enhanced prior to a contraction and during a contraction compared to at rest (F₂,₁₈=758.3, p<0.001). IHI was also increased prior to a contraction compared to at rest and during a contraction while SICI was only reduced during a contraction (F₂,₃₈=30.3, p<0.001).We used this pre-contraction protocol to investigate the cortical mechanisms of unimanual control. However, this protocol would be a useful tool to investigate any neuromuscular adaptation that may occur as a result of altered premotor modulation of cortical excitability, such as neuromuscular fatigue, training and movement disorders.